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u Our system learns plausible transformations of pairs of Text t1 and Hypothesis t2 only from semantic labels of the pairs using a 
discriminative probabilistic model combined with the framework of Natural Logic 

u We achieved the highest contradiction detection performance in MC subtask (28.57 of F1) 

Model 

BC	 Macro F1	 Acc.	 Y-F1	 Y-Prec	Y-Rec	 N-F1	N-Prec	N-Rec	
THK-02 (*)	 58.34	 58.69	62.16	 50.49	 80.86	 54.51	 75.50	 42.66	

THK-01	 52.40	 53.28	45.92	 44.65	 47.27	 58.87	 60.18	 57.63	

６月２９日の　  大飯原子力発電所の　再稼働に対する        抗議行動の　　 参加者に 

大飯原発再稼働の　抗議活動に　 参加した　  人は　 いないというのは　誤りである。 

国会議員が　含まれていた。 
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(On June 29)          (against reactivation of Oi Nuclear Power Plant)           (of the protest)     (The attendance)  	

(legislators)              (included)	

(for reactivation of Oi Plant)   (the protest)     (attended)   (people who)   (there were no)         (it is not true that) 	
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Alignment factor ΨA     
provides plausibility of  
each (unlabeled) alignment edits  	

Alignment Semantic  
Relation Factor ΨS  
provides plausibility of semantic 
relation re of each alignment edit e         	

Projection Factor ΨP                   
provides an appropriate  
projection from re to re

P by 
considering the context of e 	

Composition Factor  
ΨC  encodes the set of  
composition rules of  
semantic relations defined in  
[MacCartney 2009]	
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Overview 

Results 

Natural Logic (NL) for RTE 

Sentence-level 
Semantic relation 

T: A false rumor circulated that  due to the fire at the oil factory,   
it had rained  with chemical substance  in Tokyo. 

 

H:          It didn’t rain with chemical substance in Tokyo. 
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Seven types of  
Relations in NL 
Equivalence (couch ≡ sofa)   
Forward-ent. (crow ⊂ bird) 
Backward-ent. (bird ⊃ crow) 
Negation (human ^ non-human) 
Alternation (dog | cat) 
Cover (animal ∪ non-human) 
Independence (hungry # hippo)	

u  Originally proposed by [MacCartney and Manning 2008] 
u  Assumption: the entailments of a compound expression are a function of the entailments 

of its parts (compositionality) 
u  A transformation from T to H represents a decomposition of its parts and is represented 

by a set of alignment edits (insertion, deletion and substitution) 
u  Sentence-level semantic relations are inferred from semantic relations of alignment edits 

ExamBC	 Macro F1	 Acc.	 Y-F1	 Y-Prec	Y-Rec	 N-F1	N-Prec	N-Rec	
THK-02 (*)	 46.59	 46.65	48.38	 38.62	 64.74	 44.80	 61.39	 35.27	

THK-01	 43.77	 62.28	11.52	 61.11	 6.36	 76.03	 62.33	 97.45	

UnitTest	 Macro F1	 Acc.	 Y-F1	 Y-Prec	Y-Rec	 N-F1	N-Prec	N-Rec	
THK-02 (*)	 56.59	 73.86	83.93	 91.16	 77.83	 29.21	 21.67	 44.83	

THK-01	 53.26	 71.37	82.35	 89.94	 75.94	 24.18	 17.74	 37.93	

MC	 Macro F1	 Acc.	 B-F1	 B-Prec.	B-Rec.	 F-F1	 F-Prec.	F-Rec.	 C-F1	 C-Prec.	C-Rec.	 I-F1	 I-Prec	 I-Rec.	
THK-01	 30.98	 49.09	21.95	 75.00	 12.86	 60.75	 47.77	 83.41	 28.57	 52.17	 19.67	 43.63	 54.61	 36.32	

u  THK-01: the model was trained with the corresponding development data of each subtask. 
u  THK-02: the model was trained with the MC-dev data  * : unofficial results 

u  The model provides a conditional joint distribution of alignment edits, their semantic 
relations, their projected relations and the final semantic relation between T and H 

u  Two sentences are aligned using an extended MANLI algorithm [Watanabe+ 12] 
u  Training the model: maximization of marginal likelihood  

u Fine-grained semantic labels provided effective information for 
estimating better parameters in alignment 

u The model failed to assign the relation to delete or insert 
meaning-less expressions (e.g. 主に (mainly) ) 
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TRAIN: parameters in the factors 
are learned from training data 
INITIAL: parameters in the factors 
are left to initial values 


